TEINOPALPUS BUTTERFLY TRIP
28 Oct arrive at Chiang Mai airport and quick transfer to our first location, Chiang Dao, about 80 Km from Chiang Mai.
Accommondation at The Nest guest house. Dinner.

29 Oct Breakfast at the hotel. 9.00am visit at the most famous North of Thailand butterfly puddling area with great
quantity of butterflies. 30’ drive to Doi Chiang Dao, 1000/1300 mt, once home of the now extinct Bhutanitis
lidderdallii and still location of many rare/montane species. Packed lunch. Back to the puddling area until 4pm.
Back to the hotel for relax and dinner.

30 Oct 7.00am early breakfast and 2 hours drive up to the mountain home of the elusive and rare Teinopalpus
imperialis imperatrix. If lucky we could still see it fly! We suggest the use of a log telephoto lens to get the
butterfly up on the canopy. Sometimes come down to puddling or attracted by some color. Exploring the forest
at over 2000 mt around the top of the mountain, just on the Myanmar border, hunting for uncommon species.
4pm drive back to the hotel. Dinner in town.

31 Oct 7.00am early breakfast and 2 hours drive up to the mountain home of the elusive and rare Teinopalpus
imperialis imperatrix. If lucky we could still see it fly! We suggest the use of a log telephoto lens to get the
butterfly up on the canopy. Sometimes come down to puddling or attracted by some color. Exploring the forest
at over 2000 mt around the top of the mountain, just on the Myanmar border, hunting for uncommon species.
4pm drive back to the hotel. Dinner in town.

1st Nov

DAY 6

DAY 7 Breakfast at the hotel. Check out. Transfer to the airport

Daily charge is 4500 Baht, shared among the participants
Gasoline is not included and should be around 1000 Baht/day
The participants will pay the hotels directly, about 350 to 600 Baht/day/person
for a double room. Single room is available at double price
Doi Pha Hom Pok National Park entrance is free
Chiang Dao Wildlife Sanctuary entrance is 200 Baht and is valid 3 days
Food and drink will cost about 150/300 Baht a meal/each
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